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Shortly after the launch of TOPEX/Poseidon on 10 Augusl 1992 orbi[ determination
indicated orbital decay levels -60 times larger than could be explained by atmospheric
drag. Outgassing, a complex proccm of molecular releases from satellite non-mctrdlic
parts, was the most likely source of these early decay rate.s. The high decay levels
stc.aciily dcclincd during the first six weeks while a planned sequcncc of six orbit adjust
maneuvers placed the satellite in the operational orbi( to prcciscly overfly a
predetermined repeat ground track. At [he same time, on-going orbit trend analysis
rcvcalcd Lhc prcscr]”cc of residual along-track forces comparable to atmospbcric drag
which clearly exhibi[ed a body-fixed origin. These anomalous forces cause either
orbital decay or boost, dcpendirrg on tbc satellite attitude and solar array articulation
mode. As such, these along-track forces can either add to, or oppose, the resident
orbital decay due to drag.
Orbit maintenance maneuver design was expected to depend primarily on cffcctivc
predictions of atmospheric drag, but now also depends equally on a reliable predictions
of the anomalous along-track forces. Tbc basic behavior of the anomalous forces has
been established, evolving fTom quite unknown character early in the mission to
rcasonabl y predictable by mid-August 1993. This paper dcscribcs t}]c nicthocl used to
cstirnatc the ar]rrmalous fcrrccs and presents an c.ri[pirical prediction nmdcl for each of
lhc four satellite yaw control nlo{ics, also rcffccting tile significant influences of a
ncwiy-a[ioptc(i operational strti(cgy to bias solar urray poirrting for ba(tc.ry lifctinle
cnhar}ccmcnt.

INTI<ODIJC’IION

TOPEX/Poseidon was succcssfull y launched by an Ananc 42P from French Guiana on 10 Augusl
1992. The primary goals of this joint US/French mission arc to study ocean circulation and its
interaction with the atmosphere, to better understand climate change; to improve knowledge of
heat transport in the ocean; to model ocean tides; and to study the marine gravity field. ‘I’o
accomplish these objectives requires determination of ocean surface height to an accuracy of 13
cm utilizing a combination of satellite altimetry and precision orbit dctcrminationl based
primarily on laser ranging mcasurcmcnts. 7’hcse objectives arc to bc accomplished over a primary
mission lifclimc of lhrcc years, with a possible two-year cxtcnsicm.
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l’hc Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JP1.) is responsible for TOP1;X/Poseidon mission
operations, including operational navigation. Major navigation functions include all maneuver
design, evaluation, and related orbit analysis. Opational orbit determination support is provided
to JPI. by the Flight Dynamics Facility at the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFWIW usirlg
tracking data acquired via the NASA Tracking and Data Relay Satellite Systcm (TDRSS).
Detailed interfaces and procedures for exchanging maneuver and orbit determination data
between JPL and the GSFC/FDF were established
and thoroughly tested prior to launch to assure
2
all Pcrfoml ancc rcquircmcnts were satisfied.
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M AI NTINANCIt ~ftQUIRKMKN’I’S

A planned scqucncc of six orbit adjust mancuvcrs3 bcg:in soon after launch LO prcciscly
place the satellite in a near-circular frozen orbit at an inclination of -66” and an equatorial altitude
of -1336 km. During the maneuvering pmccss, d]c orbit ground track was prcciscly aligned with
a rcfcrcncc ground track which repeats every 127 revolutions over -9.9 days, while also
ovcrfl yin.g single US and French altimeter verification sites. ‘t”his scqucncc was complctcd on 21
Scptcrnbcr 1992,42 days aflcr launch.4
Maneuvers arc periodically rcquimd to maintain the operational orbit and attendant ground
track, ‘l”hc specified control and maneuver scheduling constraints mquirc that:
1 ) 95% of all equatorial crossings arc contained within a 2-knl longitude band at
each orbit node,
2) 95940 of all alLimctcr verification site ovcrftights arc within il km during the
initial verification phase (at lcasl first six months),
3) maneuver spacings arc at least 30 days, time-phased to occur near the
boundary of prc-dctcrmincd 9.9-day ground track repeat cycles to limit
intcrfcrcncc with precision orbit determination, and
4) the bum occurs over land to preclude intcrnrption of ocean altimetry.
Maneuver dcsi.gn also reflects satellite health and safety concerns by satisfying
telecommunications, thermal, and power constraints when selecting tbc maneuver location near
the cycle boundancs.
SAIIII,I.IIK YA W CONTROI, MODES

AND

S O L A R ARRAY PO I N T I N G S T R A T E G Y

YAW’ (: ON’l’l/()[j Mol)lls
TOPEX/Poseidon is a three-axis stabilized satellite (I;igurc 1) with [hc altimeter borcsight
always pointed normal to the rcfcrcncc ellipsoid. At the same time, near-continuous sinusoidal
yaw steering about the local nadir and solar array (SA) pitching combine to maintain the SA
pointed near the sun for power optimization. The yaw steering strategy is used continuously
cxcc+t when –1 5“< ~’ < 15“, where ~’ is the angle between the orbit plane and the sunlinc (e.g.,
Pigurcs 2C and 11). When ~’ is near these angular limits a fixed yaw attitude is utilized to avoid
cxccssivc yaw rates. The satellite is positioned at a zero yaw angle ( 1#$ = 0° ) when 0“< j3’ < 15“
(flying forward), whereas V.= 180° is utilized when -15”< /3’ <0° (flying backward).
Accordingly, a yaw flip maneuver is required near /?’== 0° to keep the SA on the sunlight side of
the satellite. “l-hc ~’ angle passes through zero once every -56 days as the satellite orbit node
rcgrcsscs -2.2”/day and the earth moves in its orbit -1 ‘/day.
The sinusoidal yaw steering algorithm is dcscribcd in Eq. (1), where Q = 90° +- v – v~w,

v~U. is the ang]c of the projection of tic earth-sun line into the orbit plane measured from pcrigcc,
and v is the true anomaly of the satellite. Solar noon is defined by ~ = 90”.
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y.$ = 90° i( 90°- p) COSQ
y5y =, f)”

(positive yaw steering)
(flying forward)
(flying backward)

–15”</? ’<0: yky =- 180°

(1)

jYs-15°: y~ = -900- 9(0~0 +)cosQ
. ‘
( n e g a t i v e yaw stewing)
SOLAR ARRAy PO I N T I N G SIWATRGy
s

In each yaw mode, the original plan was to continuously pitch the solar array so that it was
as nearly normal to the sun as possible. This strategy required that the solar array pitch angle, ~,
be set to ~OP,, where
sin Qcos~’
(2)
yop, = 1800-t tan ‘
ZC=ti70>~–
si n YV sin/3’
------1
[
When (1IC SA ccl] side normal parallels the satellite +X direction, y = O. Provision was
made 10 bias the solar array from i~s optimal direction by an angle B. ]n each yaw mode the solar
array pitch angle is controlled to ~OP1 + B, where B > O“ is rcfcrrcd to as a feuding bias. ~’hc
resulting pitch angle as a function of orbit angle Q and yaw control mode is given by Eq. (3).

7=180 ”+B– Q

for V. = 180” (fixed yaw, fly backward)

y=Q+H

for yJ, = 0° (fixed yaw, fly forward)

y = 180”+11 – (90”@’)sinQ

(negative yaw steering, ~’< -15°)

(3)

~ = 180°-1-13 – (90”–~’)sinf2 (positive yaw steering, ~’ > 15°)
7’hc cqrralions for yaw steering arc approximate and arc shown only to characterize the
windshicfd wiper motion of the array in those control modes.
Shorlly before launch, a plan was adopted to usc the pitch bias B to limit the peak battery
charging currents to 20 Amperes. Initially a -r-55” value was employed on 28 Aug 92; it was
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refined to 57.5” on 12 Scp 92. More recently, on 27 July 1993, the bias was rcduccd [o 53’ (o
compcnsa[c for declining solar array output.
While this strategy seems to be lcn.gthcning the battery lifctirnc, it introduces forces normal
to the sunlinc that arc not included in the radia[ion pressure models adopted for joint usc by JPI.
and the GSFC/H>F. These unmodclcd forces introduce errors affecting the ground track that
depend on the yaw control mode. Undemanding and cffcctivcly modeling these effects are an
important part of the orbit maintenance process and a major focus of this paper.
INITIAI. ME A S U R E S OF

AN

A NOMALOUS F O R C E

Prc-launch studicsc established atmospheric drag as the major non-gravitational
perturbation affecting the satellite ground track, even though the orbital altitude is relatively high
at -1336 km. This sensitivity to drag is a consequence of the stringent il -km ground track
control rcquircmcnt. Atmospheric drag causes decay in the orbit semi-major axis, resulting in an
eastward drift of the satellite ground track that will cvcntuaily travel outside the cstab]ishcd
control boundary. Pcnodic maneuvers maintain the ground track inside the control boundaries by
removing the accumulated orbital decay with an incrcasc in semi-major axis. * l’hc frequency of
m ancuvcrs depends on both the drag Icvcl and on the accuracy of drag predictions. Effective drag
predictions require long-tcm~ predictions of atmospheric density dcnved from predictions of solar
and .gcomagnctic ac[ivity.7 qlc Jacchia-Roberts atmospheric density modc]8,9 effectively accounts
for daily variations in solar and geomagnetic activity, although none of the currently available
density rnodcls reflect flight data at the TOP13X/Poseidon altitude. A faithful representation of the
satellite vanablc mean area (VMA)6 is also nccdcd. The VMA defines the orbitaI-average area as
a function of ~’ based on a detailed projcctcd arta model dcvclopcd by Fairchild Space. 10
‘1’o develop an initial trend in the obscrvwd orbital decay behavior, the GSI;C/I:lJF first
estimated daily drag acceleration multiplicm using tracking data acquired via the TDRSS. l’hc
daily drag multip]icr is (1+- p]), where pl = O indicates nominal drag. All unmodclcd a]ong-track
accelerations arc then arbitrarily absorbed as dmg without necessarily declaring that these effects
arc actually duc to drag. Figure 2(a) shows lhc trend in daily (1+ pl ) estimates from launch
through the cnd of 1992, indicating an exponential dcclinc from an initial post-launch value of
-60 times nominal drag to near-nominal lCVCIS by late Scp 92 when operational orbit conditions
were finally achicvcd. Figure 2(b) shows the corresponding rate of change in scrni-major axis
(l?q. 4)] ‘,12 varied bctwccn -200 and +25 cm/day, equivalent to along-track acceleration lCVCIS of
-1.2 to 8.3 nanomclcrs/scc2 (or forces bctwccn -3 and 20 vN).
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wllcrc (1 + p]) is the drag scale factor (p] . 0 indicates nominal drag), p is the average daily
atmospheric density, A is the average pcr orbit rcfcrcncc drag area variation with P’ (VMA), C’n
is the satellite drag cocfficicnt, JI is the earth gravitational constant, a is the orbit mean scmimajor aixs, we is the earth rotation rate, i is the orbit inclination, and n is the orbit mean motion.
Normal outgassing is the most likely explanation for the initially high orbital decay rates.
~’hc accelerations associated with outgassing ansc from imbalances bctwccn gas 10SSCS through
di ffcrcnt sides of the satellite. A differential loss of 0.4 grams, at 500 m/s velocity, will produce a
force of 2.4 pN, resulting in a 1 nm/s2 acceleration. If aligned against the velocity vector, this
force would cause -18.5 cm/day decay in the mean semi-major axis. An equal force could bc
gcncra{cd by only five puffs per day from a typical aerosol inhaler.
..
* ‘I”ypical maneuver AV magnitudes arc =5 nm)/s, raising the semi-major axis by =1 O rnetcrs,
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“1’he orbital decay mtcs due to drag, cs[imated by Ea. (4) with PI = O, vary bClWCCII’3 and
-14 cm/day (Figure 2c). These decay rates are much lower than those implied by the (1+ PI)
estimates, even after Scp 92 when most of the suspcctcd outgassing had subsided. The distinct
lrmg-term systematic signature is duc to the VMA variation with ~’, whereas the more frequent
variations arc caused by changes in the average daily atmospheric density with observed solar
activity.
FXlimatcs of orbital decay (or boost) rates ill excess of nominal dmg (Figure 2d) were
obtained by removing the drag decay ra[cs in Figure 2(c) from the total decay/boost rates in
I;igurc 2(b). Figure 2(d) clearly shows cxccss boost rates during negative yaw steering, while
cxccss decay rates prevail during periods of positive yaw steering. Also apparent arc abrupt
changes in ~hc cxccss boost/decay lCVCIS upon entering and exiting periods of fixed yaw arid af[cr
a yaw flip. q“’hcsc variations arc consistent with a combination of satellite body-fixed forces and
the forces arising from offsetting the SA pitch angle by B.
While this evaluation tcchniquc helped cstab]ish the prcscncc of anomalous forces, il
incorrectly assumes the forces are always proportional to the satellite drag acceleration. lnstcad, a
separate es[imatc of an along-track force acting in the prcscncc of nominal drag is nccdcd to
isolate the anomalous force. Before presenting these results, wc will first identify potential
sources of the anomalous force and provide some physical interpretations.
SOm{CIts OIr OIISI?RVICD ANOMAI.OLIS FORCES
IN’I’RODIJCI1ON

“1’here have been extensive efforts to model the forces acting on the satellite. The Precision
Orbit Determination lcam (PODT) at GSFC has dcvclopcd a box and wing model of Ihc
satcllitci3,14 and later tuned it using laser ranging data and dual-frequency Doppler mcasurcmcnls
from the French DORIS tracking systcm.ls This modeling effort will be continually refined.
In some cases, the force rnodcls in the Navigation Tcani (NAVT) software arc considerably
simpler than their PODT counterparts in order to minimize the computational burden while
providing nccdcd accuracy for predicting dlc long-tcml ground track behavior. Drag and sunlinc
forces arc based on the VMA,6 while the gravity field is a 20x20 truncation of the GEMT3
model’ I’hc POIYt’ requires a much larger dcgrcc and order rnodcl (up to 70x70). 7’hc NAVT
mmicls were entirely adcqtralc LO tl]c task un[i~ tllc dc.cision to offset d]c SA by 2Tlg]C /1 was nladc
shortly before launch.
Several potential sources of the anomalous forces were identified:
1) Outgassing from the interior of the satellite. These body-fixed forces arc cxpcctcd
to be constant in direction and to dcclinc with time as volatilcs bake out. Thus all
body-frxcd components should decay simultaneously. Outgassing is bclicvcd to
bc d]c primary source of the early large orbital decay forces.
2) Curling of the solar array duc to tcmpcraturc diffcrcnccs bctwccn front and back
produces a force in the satellite + Y-dirvction. This force is primarily dcpcndcnt
on rcflcctcd sunlight and is proportional to the curl angle.
3) ‘f’here is a net thcm~al force duc to radiation from the satellite surfaces. Such
forces are treated as body-fixed, but can vary with sun angle and yaw mode.
4) Unmodclcd (in the NAVT software) forces arising from reflections from the
offset solar array. The PODT carefully models these forces.
.

I’hc NAVT used a 20x2,0 trorrcation of GEM13 from launch until 27 July 1993, when it was replaced by a 20x20
[runcation of JGM2 a[ the. same time Lhc SA pilch crffsct angle f) was reduced from 57.S to 53 deg.

6

sources considered bu[ no[ discussed here include oulgassing from lhc satclli[c blankc[s
(aflcr heating) and [hc (unmodclcd) high-gain antenna used to communicate through the 1’[>RSS.
I’hc possibility of leaky thrusters was quickly rcjcctcd in favor of an out.gassing mode] for [hc
early large declining force.
Other

Our analysis is prcscntcd in two pans. ‘1’hc first part demonstrates the effect of body-fixed
forces in the different yaw modes. The second part estimates the effect of the unmodclcd
reflections from the solar array in the different yaw modes. By such analytic modeling the cffcc[
of changing sun angle, solar array offset, and other factors can be predicted and serve to verify
and help interpret infli ght observations.
ltlI’lWCIS OF SAI’1>1.LITE JIO1)Y-FIXIH) FORCES

Both prc-launch studics6 and perturbation analyses have shown that only forces along the
velocity vcclor arc irnportan~ in the long-[cnn behavior of the ground track. Secular perturbations
in eccentricity and argument of pcriapsc can arise from once-pcr-orbit fc)rccs, both radial and
along track, but these effects need not bc considered hcm.
Shapiro16 was the first to anal yzc the cffccls of constant (over an orbit) bod y- frxcd forces in
the various yaw modes. Figure 3 summarizes these results in terms of the rate of change in scnlimajor axis when the nominal yaw mode switch points arc utilized (Eq. 1). The analysis shows
that scrni-major axis is affcctcd by forces in the X-direction only in the two fixed-yaw rnodcs;
orbital boost occurs when flying forward, and orbital decay when flying backward. During yaw
SIcC.ring the net effect from the X-direction is zero. Similary, Y-direction forces arc unin~porlant
during the fixcci yaw rnodcs, but arc important in the yaw steering rnodcs. In positive yaw
s[ccring a +Y-axis force causes orbital decay al a ra[c that incrcascs with ~’ angle. In negative
yaw steering orbital boost of the same magnitude is cxpcctcd, These disiinctivc sigr]aturcs of Xand Y-body forces arc helpful in interpreting the ohscrvcd changes in semi-major axis.
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UNMOl)IILItl) FORCES ARISING FROM T1l K SOI,AR ARRAY OIW31L”1’

‘1’hc SA offset angle B (J3q. 3) is cxpccxcd 10 be adjus[cd annually to cornpcnsatc for
performance degradation. A pcrturba[ion analysis was used LO isolate the effects of rcflccfions
from the offset SA, as these forces are not modeled in the navigation soflwarc. Earth albcdo
effects and lags in reaching thcrrnal cquilibnum were ignored.
The force normal to the solar array duc to specular and diffuse reflection was resolved into
sa(cllitc body-fixed coordinates as a function of the solar orbit angle ( S2 ) for the different yaw
modes. The body-fixed cootiinatcs were then mapped into an earth-ccntcrcd rotating coordinate
systcm. An orbital average of the forces along the satellite velocity vector and their Fourier
coefficients were then dctcrmincd.
During yaw steering the average acceleration along the velocity is zero even during periods
having solar occultation. During the Iixcd-yaw modes the average acceleration bO is

-’- ” ”- 1

sin(QWC /2)
bO == a~sinll —Z
[

(5)

for the fly-forward mode, where d~ is the magnitude of the acceleration duc to the rcftcctions
from the solar array and QWC is the angular length of the occultation interval. In the flyhckward mode the acceleration is in the opposite direction. If the SA offset is changed from
Icad to lag the force also rcvcrscs. During all tixcd-yaw periods (cxccpt the first two when
y, =- 0“ ) a solar array lead ang]c was used. ‘1’bus, this force rcvcrscs at the yaw-flip (cxccp[ for
[hc two cases noted). The acceleration aN is
2G~A.o
af# = —–

(6)

r~*cos2Bcos2p’

rnc
2
where GL$ is the direct solar flux in W/m , A~a is the solar array area, q“ is a composite array
reflectivity, and c is the speed of light. Combining Eqs. 5 and 6 and expressing ~OcC in tcrrns of

0’.
/20 =

(

Q~#’O- 7?’ (sinf~ cos28) Coszp’
—---{1 -

)

(COSA / COS~’)2 , ~’1 < A

(7)

0

where A =: 55.7, the value of ~’ when the occultation duration is ~.cro. “I”hc maximum value of
bO occurs when B = 35.3. ” q’hc dccrcasc in bO is -8% at ~’ = 15“, and -31 YO at 30”. ‘typically,
bO is -1.26 nn~/s2 when ~’= 0° for B = 57.5,” providing a boost in the mean semi-major axis
of -23 cm/day. 13q. (7) dcscribcs the fly-forward mode; the acceleration rcvcrscs for the flybackward mode.
Corroboration of these analytical results has been provided by Richter’s thermal analysis17
which reproduces observed solar array temperature quite WC1l over the full range of /3’ angles.
IWIIMATING I*]JE AN O M A LO U S FORcE

By 21 Scp 92 the maneuver scqucncc designed to acquire operational orbit conditions had
been successfully complctcd.4 Each of d~c six rnancuvcrs rcpcatcdly interrupted newly-stable
orbit conditions, precluding opportunities to contidcnlly establish a trend in the anomalous alongtrack force. Fonunatcly, this limitation had been acceptable, since orbit changes induced by these
maneuvers were much greater than Ihc effects of the observed decay phenomena. Elowevcr, once

8

operational orbi[ conditions had been achicvcd, cffcc[ivc ground track rnainlcna]]cc Ihcn
dcpcndcd on reliable estimates of the anomalous forces, since lhc related orbital decay and boost
ra[cs wet-c generally the same order-of-magnimdc as Lhc cxpec[cd decay ciuc [o atmospheric drag.
Plans were macic to csLimatc an along-wiick thrust rnultiplicr (1-I T) as part of routine orbi[
determination. Only T would be estimated, and not the drag mul(iplicr (1+-PI) since these alongtrack forces could not be satisfactorily estimated simultaneously. Ilricf studies quickly established
that a single T acting over a tracking arc of at least five days was ncccssary for confident
estimation. Shorter tracking arcs, or mow frequent (daily) T estimates, were poorly dctcrmincd
and unsuitable for trend analysis.?
A strategy was adopted to estimate a single T acting over a seven-day tracking arc, This
lcchniquc would cslablish an average thrust force rcfcrrcd to the ccntcr of the trackirlg data arc. A
daily moving average T was obtained by advancing the seven-day tracking arc by a day and
dropping off the first day, so adjacent solutions were always based on six days of common
tracking data. This rncthod produces a reasonably smooth and consistent daily history of Twhich
can then cxprcsscd as an equivalent rate of change in orbit mean semi-major axis, &z/dr,’8

7’L~ =(1+ T), in ~N
then

ga ~ ~ ~
(it

71

()

s 7.77LT (~ is in cm/ day when 7’1,7 is in /LN)

(8)

m

where 7“E, is the along-track thrust, ‘t is the cs[imatcd [hrus[ parameter, J’ is the orbit period, and
m is [hc salcllitc mass.
Finally, orbit determination solutions were isolated into distinct families corresponding [o
each of the four yaw control modes. This grouping tcchniquc was essential to prevent cornrption
of an orbit solution with dramatically different force lCVCIS known to be present in adjacent yaw
control modes (e.g., Figtrrc 3). Ultimately, the dcsimd prediction rnodcl should cover a period of
at least three or four monLhs, the approximate spacing between orbit maintenance maneuvers.
Such a model would define the behavior of the anomalous force during each of the four yaw
control modes, as each mode would be used at least once between orbit maintenance maneuvers.
The anomalous forces arc first examined during periods of negative and positive yaw
smcring, then for fixed yaw, flying both forward and backward. Finally, these individual
segments arc assembled to form a composite prediction model for USC. in orbit maintenance.
11’ORCKS OIISILRVED l) LJRING NIGATIVE YAW STEERING

Stable orbit conditions suitable for estimating the anomalous force were first available socm
after achieving the operational orbit. The satellite was in a period of negative yaw steering
(D’ < O). Unfortunately, this initial opportunity was ncccsarily brief, since the first orbit
maintenance maneuver (OMMI ) had already been planned to reverse the eastward drift of the
ground track and to begin the orbit maintenance phase. Recognizing that predictions of the
anomalous force were now nccdcd for effcc[ivc OMM1 design, the Project permitted the ground
track to drift beyond the eastern control boundary, scheduling OMM 1 on 13 Ott 92 at the
transition between Cycles 2 and 3 (originally OMM1 would have occurred -10 days earlier
bctwccn Cycles 1 and 2).**

*

Early in the mission two 40-n~in passes/orbit of two-way Doppler via TLXtS
1993 tracking wm mduccd to onc 40-nlin pass/orbit of one-way I)opplcr.
** SW the ground lrack hisrory shown Iatcr in Figure 12.
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l~igure 4(a) Estimate of Orbital Boost Due to Anomalous Force During
Negative Yaw Steering (“1’ime Dependence), and (b) ~‘ Dependence

‘1’his operational plan provided a lirnitcd Lhrcc-week pcnod prior to OMM 1 to ob~ain initial
estimates of the anomalous force and to develop a prediction model covering about four months.
I;igurc 4(a) shows that a small orbital boost rate was observed prior to OMM1, but these data did
little toward dcvclopmcnt of a meaningful post-maneuver prcdicLion model. Quick review of
Figure 2(a) during the period prior to OMM 1 suggests that outgassing might have been the only
force present, and may bc ending a long period of exponential decay. Bccausc results from the
daily T estimates were so inconclusive, a decision was rnadc to apply a continuation of the
exponential trend for an additional 17 days after OMMI, believing this would account for the
remaining outgassing and possibly mark the cnd of any anomalous forces. The modest
conscqucnecs of this incorrect choice in relation to the overall cffcctivcncss of subsequent ground
track rnaintcnancc arc discussed later.
Continued ‘T estimation after OMM 1 (Figure 4a) shows sustained orbit boost rates bctwccn
-3 and -8 cm/day [hat arc negatively correlated with lhc /3’ varia[ion. A least-squares fit of [hc
daily dddt values over lhc cnlire negative yaw steering period rcsul[s in a linear variation with
/l’, as shown by Eq. (6) and illustrated in Figure 4(b).
da
..—

(it =

—

O. 1023f?’ -k O.541 ($ in cm/day when ~’ in deg)

10

(9)

[1’OR(ES ~lHERVICl) l) URING ]’OSI”I’l Vl YAW $1’l:KXIN(;

The anomalous force was first estimated during posi[ivc yaw sLccring in la[c Nov 92. This
in[crval was bncfly intcrmp[cd by OMM2 on 21 Ikc 92. Daily ‘T estimates indicated sustained
orbital decay (Figure 5a) which were negatively correlated with [hc ~’ variation, a trend similar
to that previously observed during negative yaw steering. Figure 5(b) and Eq. (1 O) show the
decay rate varies linearly with ~’.
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Figure 5(a)
Positive Yaw Steering (Time Dependence), and (b) ~’ Dependence

While the trends in the anomalous force with /)’ were similar, the observed orbital decay
Icvcls arc -3.7 cndday greater than were prcdictcd by variations with /?’ dctcrmincd earlier
during negative yaw steering. A comparison of Eqs. 9 and 10 clearly dcscribcs this diffcrcncc
(also scc Appendix A). Marsha1115 confirms wiLh precision orbit determination using satellite
laser ranging tha[ [hc + Y forces were pcrsis[cnt]y diffcrcn[ in lhcsc negative and postilivc ~’
regimes. Diffcrcnccs in orbit-sun geometry may explain lhcsc diffcrcnccs. The average alongtrack force duc to SA curling should bc smaller during occultations duc to the rcduccd time in
sunlight.
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*

When I /3’ / 255.7°, the sate.llitc orbit cn[crs and remains in full sun as /3’ varies through its
pc.ak value. ” I’hc peak ~’ value in OCI 92 was -76°; [he orbi[ was in full sun for -?.() days.

Ilowcvcr, in Dcc 92 during the win[cr solstice, [he peak ~’ value reached only -42” and full sun
cot]diLions were never achicvcd. 7“his geometry repca[s during every winter and summer solstice,
7
whi]c all the oO]cr ~’ cycles always provide cxtcndcd periods of full sun. Richter’s rcsultsl also
predict an increase in the -t Y force upon entering full sun.
l~;MIJII<ICAI. MODEI.S F’OR PO S I T I V E

NRGATIVE YA W S T E E R I N G

AND

The previous sections have described the technique for estimating the anomalous force
during positive and negative yaw steering modes, using two early sample periods. Figures 4 and
5, and Eels. 9 and 10, summarize these results. Through June 93, there have been a total of five
diffcrcn~ pcnods of yaw slccring, thmc in [he negative and IWO in the positive yaw steering mode.
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Vigure 6 Composite lktirnatc of Orbital lkcay/lkwst Due to Anomalous Uorce
for Both Positive and Negative Yaw Steering ( ~‘ Dependence)
I;igure 6 shows the rcspc.ctivc orbital boost c)r decay rates with /3’ for each of the five yaw
steering periods. Periods 1, 3, and 5 arc consccu[ive repeats of the negative yaw steering mode
when an orbital boost was observed. The boos[ rates estimated for period 1 arc -3.7 cn]/day
higher than those for period 3, whereas period 3 is -0.3 cmktay higher than period 5. I’hc large
reduction in boost rates between periods 1 and 3 may indicate additional decay due to residual
outgassing, as the observed change is much larger than could be explained by errors in
estimating ‘T. Also, periods 1 and 3 arc intervals of full sun, making direct comparisons more
valid, Period 5 occurs near the 1993 summer solstice, and so it is reasonable to expect it to differ
somewhat from the trend observed during period 3.

The two intervals of positive yaw s[ccring shown in Figure 6, pcnods 2 and 4, result in
orbital decay. The empirical models for Ihcse IWO intervals indicate that period 4 has -0.5
cnl/day Icss decay than period 2, a trend which supports the presence of additional outgassing.
}Iowcvcr, pc.riod 4 includes an interval of full sun, wl]ilc period ? dots no[, so direct comparison
of hcsc IWO periods may be Icss valid.
*

See Lk /3’ hismry since launch lam in Fig. 11.

Overall, the four most rcccnt yaw steering periods have exhibited excellent repeatability,
ccnainly WC1l within the estimation accuracy of the empirical rnodcls (see Appendix A). “1’hc
rcmainir]g task prior to establishing an overall prediction model suitable for usc in orbit
rniiintcnar]cc maneuver desigr] requires cs[imatcs of Lbc anomalous force during periods of fixcd

yaw.

FORCES OIIS1lRVED ~lJRING FIx IH) YAW

Periods of fixed yaw nominally occur when -15°< /3’< 15’. Five have occurred since
launch. As indicated in Eq. (1) there am two fixed yaw control modes: flying forward when
O“< ~’< 15’, and flying backward when –15*< /?’ <00. These modes arc always separated by a
yaw flip maneuver near ~’= O“.
A trend model of the anomalous force for the two fixed-yaw modes was also dcvclopcd by
estimating a single thrust pararnctcr T over the tracking data arc. * ‘l’he tracking data were
carefully limited 10 the period of fixed yaw 10 avoid corruption of T by data from a(ljaccnt yaw
control modes where the along-track forces arc dramatically different. A single fixed yaw mode
covers about five days when nominal switctl points arc utiliz.cd. Since confident recovery of ‘f
requires at least five days of tracking data, these solutions were sometimes marginally adequate.
}Iowcvcr, there were two periods of fixed yaw extending outside -15”< ~’ c 15” tO Support
spcci al circumstances. These longer periods of fixed yaw pmvidcd additional tracking data to
facilitate more confident rccovcry of Z, while also presenting unique opportunities to observe the
anomalous force during flxcd yaw at ~’ angles above the nominal 15-dcg limit. The first such
occurrence was between 29 Dcc 92 and 8 Jan 93 (-10 days). During this holiday period the
sa(cllitc was placed in tlxcd yaw early when ~’ = 4-23. 7“ while ft ying forward, remaining in this
mode until a yaw flip was performed near ~’ =- 0“. Between 13 ar}d 24 May 93 (-1 1.5 days) the
satcllilc remained in fixed yaw (flying backward) longer, until /3’ = –26. 7“, to increase orbital
decay nccctcd to keep the satellite ground track from drifting outside the wcstmm control boundary
SOOn iiftcr executing OMM3 on 30 Mar 93.**
8 Jan 93
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Orbital Roost Rate During Fixed Yaw and Positive
P’ (y/, =. 0 ° ) f r o m 2 9 Dec 92 to 8 J a n 93 ( - 1 0 d a y s )

I’racking, daI:i aquisilicm during fIxcd yaw is tile sanm W. previously clc.cribcd for yaw s[ccrirlg (SCX p. 9).

‘ * Sec [he ground lrack his[ory showi) Ia!cr i n F-lgurc 12.

13

\

Figure 7 shows an orbital boost that increases with /3’ during Ihc period of fixed yaw
bctwccn 29 Dcc 92 and 8 Jan 93. The cmpincal model (Appendix A) describes this variation as a
simple Iincar function of (1 – cos~’). EIowcvcr, this result dots not support intuition that the
along-track forces would dccrcasc as /3’ incrcascs. Such a result would be cxpectcd as the solar
incidence angle incrcascs with /3’, [hereby reducing the SA area projccLcd normal to the alongtrack direction. In contrast, this surprising result was not duplicated in May 93 while flying
backwards in fixed yaw. Figure 8 shows the -EX forces rcvcrsc to cause orbit decay, steadily
declining M ~’ incrcascs, while varying lincarl y with (1 – cos~’), as also shown by the empirical
model in Appendix A.
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Figure 8 Orbital Decay Rate During Fixed Yaw and Negative
~’ (~,= 180°) from 13 to24 May 1993 (-11.5 days)
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Before confronting the obvious conflic[ prcscntcd by these contradictory results, let us first
compmc thcm with da/dt cslimatcs obuiincd during other periods of iixcd yaw. Figure 9 comhincs
[hc results of Figures 7 and 8 with estimates from other fixed yaw periods and these comparisons
arc quite good, bul arc necessarily limilcd to ~’ values near 7.5°, the average /3’ during nominal
periods of fixed yaw covcnng about tivc days.
J 1) 13-19 Nov92
2) 19.2A Nov 92
3) 29 Dec92t08Jan93 - - - - - - - - - - ” - - 4) 8-13 Jan 93
5) &l? Mar93
-------- - - - - - 6) 12-17 Mar93
7) 7-13 May 93
8) 13-24 May 93
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Richter’s analysislT supports our analytical results (El. 7) that the orbital boost dcclincs as
~’ incrcascs. Also, quick-look orbit determination performed by the ‘1’OPEX/Poseidon
Verification Team using laser ranging mcasurcmcnts confirm this trend. Ironically, the empirical
function derived from T estimates better dcscribcs the cxpcctcd variation if the term
+ 115.479(1 - cos~’) shown in Figure 7 were rcplaccd by its negative: --1 15.479(1 – cosfl’), as
is shown in Appendix A. Usc of this more plausible rnodcl is planned for prcdictirlg future
variations in da/dt with ~’ while flying forward in tixcd yaw beyond O’ = –15°. Additional
cxpcricncc in this control rnodc will help establish the approptia~c crnpirical model.
COMPOSITK mIPIRICAI. MODKI.
Observations of the anomalous force during each yaw control mode have been used to
develop crnpirical models of the rate of change in the mean semi-major axis (da/dt) as a function
of the sun-orbit plane separation angle /3’, These results were derived from daily cs[imatcs of an
average along-lrack thrust parameter T obtained from moving seven-day tracking arcs. Appendix
A summariz.cs the resulting empirical models, identifying the time interval and ~’ values for each
~;lW mode.
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Ilistory and Prediction

of Orbit mcaykmst due to Anomalous Force

A composite of [hc empirical models is shown in Figure 10 for the period bctwccn la!c
Scptcmbcr 9210 mid-August 93.* This figure also shows the daily cs[imatcs of ddd~ and Iocatcs
each orbit maintenance maneuvers performed since launch. “1’hc variation of ~’ identities changes
in yaw control mode. The sawtooth shape occurs when a yaw flip is performed (/3’ = 00), orbital
boost results when P’< 0° and orbital decay occurs when P’> O“

These results arc consistent with a force acting along Ihc body +Y axis during yaw stccnng,
(Figure 3) These forces appear to result from curling of the SA induced by a thermal gradient
bc~wccn the front and rear surfaces (Richtcr]7). During fixed yaw the orbital boosts arc generally
consistent with the prcdictcd effects of the SA pitch pitch offset angle B summarized by Ec!. (7).
#

l’hc discon[inui[y in Lhc cnl~,irical nmdcl hc[wccn mhil cycles 31 and 32 reflects [he cx.pc.cted ciI:iIIge due LO
r e d u c i n g Lhe SA pi[ch offset arIg]c~ l_TOJJI S7.5 to ~~ deg.
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E~}?~;cl’s

ON

THE SATELLITE

G ROUND T RACK

Prior to launch, drag was Micvcd to be the most significant perturbation affecting the
satellite ground track. Luni-solar gravity has predictable and significant periodic effccls on the
ground track comparable to those of drag,f’ and is roulincly modeled as part of ground track
maintenance. ‘1’hc relative effects of errors in predicting the anomalous forces and atmospheric
drag arc shown in Figure 11. Observed prediction errors arc defined for the in[crvals bctwccn
each orbit maintenance maneuver (Figure 11 a). A comparison of these three curves shows
modeling improvements since lhc anomalous force was initially observed.
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Figure 1 l(a) Itrror in Prediction of Anomalous Force, (b) Effect upon the Ground Track,
Error in Ground Track I’rcdiction due to Errors in the FIUX Prediction Algorithm.
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The translation of lhcsc prediction errors into ground track units is shown in Figure 11(b),
and the corresponding ground track errors duc to solar flux prediction errors arc shown in Fi.gurc
11(c). These ground track errors wcm generated utilizing an analytic mean element propagation
program (GTARG) which models all perturbations known to cause significant variations in the
satellite ground track.12 These perturbations include earth oblatcncss (zonals to Jm), luni-solar
gravi[y, atmospheric drag, and the anomalous force. Drag predictions were obtained
by repeating
7
the NOAA/SESC 27-day outlookm as required to cover the prediction interval. The ground track
plols of Figure 11 were gencra[cd by diffcrcncing GTARG runs, but varying the boost (Figure
1 lb) and drag (Figure 1 lc) forces.
Physically, wc expect that an incrcasc in the semi-major axis (from boost) will cause the
ground track to accclcratc westward, while a dccrcasc moves the ground track eastward.
Examination of Figure 11 confirms this physical intuition. If either the anomalous force or drag
causes a smaller than cxpcctcd decay, or the anomalous force causes a larger than expcctcd boost,
the true ground track falls west of the predicted ground track. These variations lead to the positive
errors shown in Figure 11. Similarly, if the decay duc to drag is more than cxpcctcd, or the boost
from the anomalous force is less Ihan cxpcctcd, the true grOUnd track falls cast of the prediction
and this results in negative errors. For example, models available at the time of OMM 1
ovcrcstimatcd lhc initial prcdictcd boost and ignored it altogether after 17 days. Initial
ovcrcstirnating lcd to an increasingly negative ground track error; mismodcling after 17 days and
omitting the large effects of the fixed-yaw periods ted m large errors in the cxpcc[cd directions.
Significant modeling improvements were realized by the time of the 0MM2 (iesign.
Slightly Icss than the cxpcctcd decay was observed inilially and during the firs! fixed yaw period,
Icading to a positive ground track prediction error. I;or approximately [hc ncxl SO days, the net
boost during yaw steering was ovcrcstimatcd, causing the grOund track error to move
continuously lCSS westward and cvcn{ually turn eastward. l’hcsc observations and the incrcztscd
predictability of the anomalous force led the proposal to utilize the anomalous force for ground
track maintenance by adjusting the duration of the fixed yaw periods. This Qr’atcgy Was used
during the first fixed yaw period following 0MM3, as the ground track approached the
western
2]
boundary, thereby obviating the need for an additional orbit maintenance maneuver. As shown
by Figure 12, our improved modeling has led to an increasing duration bctwccn maneuvers.
Ground Track Repeat Cycle
t .2
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Figare 12

10 Pl?X/Poseidon Ground Track history (the Control Band is shaded).

SUMMARY

This paper dcscribcs the process by which the NAV1’ and the C; SFC/FDF firs[ dc[cctcd,
[hen began estimating, and finally dcvclopcd an cffcctivc empirical model of the anomalous
forces. The primary purpose of this task was to develop a prediction model for usc in ground
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track maintenance. ‘l’his objective has been realized by achieving increasingly longer times
between orbit maintenance rnancuvcrs. The spacing between OMM 1 and 0MM2 was 70 days,
100 days between 0MM2 and 0MM3, and 130 days between OMM3 and OMM4 (Figure 12).
Reasonable physical interpretations of the forces have also been identified, although further
rctincmcnts arc cxpcctcd and will be sought. Future work may include modeling of the changing
SA curl effects with ~’ during yaw steering, particularly during full sun. Expected modeling
changes imposed by adjusting the SA pitch bias arc better understood and now must be verified
by flight data.
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Appendix A.
lill)pi~ic:l] M~d~]S for tt~e Anoma]ol]s ~or~e
YAW CONTROL
MQDE
Yaw Slccring,

B’<o

lLNII
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m

vs Ya\v

Control

Mode

EMPIRICAL MODKI.

ffla.!d~

23 Scp 92,

13 NOV 92,

2224:54

08:00:08

-0.1023~’+0 .541

=
2.01

A Iemt-squares fit of du/df determined from cquivalcn[ cstin~atcs of ~ resulted in IJIC tcnn +115.479(1 - cosfl’)(se~
7
Figure 7). which impiics an incrcasc in da/dt wiLh P’ when a dccrcasc would bc expected. Richter’s analyscsl and
quick-look mbit determination by the JP1. Vcrificatlon ~can] using sa[clli[c Iascr r[inging data con flrrn a decreasing
trcnct, The tcrrn – 115.479(1 -- cos~’) listed above bctmr describes ~hc cxpcctcd variation wi[b P’ and will bc used for
prc.dictions

until additional flight data arc available [o refine. the model.
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